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Learn conversational agility to think quickly on your feet, be incredibly smooth, funny, and clever - all

at once. Goodbye awkward silences! No matter where you lie on the spectrum of awkward to

engaging, witty banter is always the end goal - and it should be. Witty banter, and all the steps that

lead to it, allows you to disarm and connect with anyone, immediately exit boring small talk mode,

and instantly build rapport. The Art of Witty Banter is a book that carefully examines the art, nuance,

and mechanics of banter and charm to make you a witty comeback machine, the likes of which your

friends have never seen. You'll be able to handle, defend, disarm, and engage others in a way that

makes you more comfortable and confident with each growing day. Patrick King is an internationally

best-selling author and social skills and conversation coach. As someone who teaches people to

speak for a living, he's broken wit and banter down to a science and given you real guidelines on

what to say and when.
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I was super excited to order the book on seeing the positive rating . The book is a MAJOR

DISAPPOINTMENT..Please make sure to avoid all books form the author.It seems there are a lot of

fake reviews on this book I read the whole book and there is only one chapter on 'Witty Banter'.This

author is basically a book factory. He is writing the same material and publishing similar books and

using Internet Marketing, Affiliate marketing, fake reviews to sell them to people who rely on good

ratings.. To fill up the book,* Extra spaces were used* Multiple empty pagesYou can visibly sense



that the author is just intending to fill up the book and really has run out of things to write about

Wit.A lot of material is generic material which the author has found on the Internet and rehashed it.

This is as bad as it gets when it comes to misrepresenting the contents of a book. It doesn't begin to

live up to its title, and shouldn't even be sold on  as providing what the title promises.

Not much depth in the content of the book.

The book is a decent guide to keeping a conversation interesting, but it really has very little content

about "witty banter." I found the title to be a bit misleading.

The concepts are explained in a quick but smart manner, the examples help further the

understanding of everything that is explained. As all things practice is the key and putting these

concepts into practice can make conversations that much more fun and engaging.

still reading and looking forward to my first argument about politics at the grocery store.

Big lesson from this medium sized book? Small things can make all the difference in how people

perceive you. Nothing bizarre and often I felt myself nodding along with the suggestions, kind of

understanding that they worked but not knowing why. 5 stars!

If you're already a people person most of this is fairly obvious. It's not really the art of witty banter,

moreso the art of generic conversation starters.
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